Apple and Koa Classes Home Learning Year 2
Monday 7th July 2020
Dear Year 2 families,
This week we will have our own year 2 sports day. We will be sending you information about the activities
you will do at home and how we will collect points to choose a winning House. We would love if all of you
could participate so your “House” can win.
Last week’s stars:
Apple: Jarmo and Jose
Koa: Jem and Millie
Here are Block 6 Week 6 Monday’s activities:
1. In Maths, last week we learnt about finding quarters and halves of numbers. This week we’ll be
learning about how halves can look different and still be halves.
But first a warming up activity:
Sarah is asked to shade half of her shape.
This is what she shades. Is she correct?
Explain why.

Tina is designing tiles for her kitchen. She wants half of each tile to be red and half of each tile to be
blue.
Tile 1
Tile 2
Tile 3

Colour half of the tiles blue and half red but do it in different ways.
Extension: Can you create 3 different designs for each tile?
Simplification: Can you create 2 different styles for each tile
2. In English, we are going to practise our apostrophes. Do you remember how to use them?
1. When two words become one, this is called “contraction” e.g.: I am=I’m, they are=they’re
2. When you want to show possession e.g.: Ms Aldecoa’s favourite colour is purple.
3. BUT, if the person or object who/that possesses ends already in “s” you write the apostrophe after
the s and that’s it!! E.g.: My glasses’ frame is broken or Louis’ jacket is red.
Write 3 sentences using apostrophes: 3 contractions and 3 possessions.
Simplification: Place the apostrophes in these 2 sentences.
Extension: Can you write an extra sentence for Ms Aldecoa to place the apostrophes? Try to make it really
hard!!
3.
In PE, you can begin warming up for our Yr 2 sports day. Can you run half a mile around your garden
or local park?
Simplification: Can you try to do star jumps for 1 min?
Extension: Can you run a whole mile instead?
We will look forward to you sending your homework.
Love from,
Mrs Khan and Ms Aldecoa

